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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a Face de-identification method

to remove the identification information of a person while

maintaining all the face attributes such as expression, age

and gender. Motivated by the k-Same algorithm, our

method consists of three steps: first, k face images are se-

lected randomly. These k face images may contain same

or different face attributes with the test face image. Sec-

ondly, ELEGANT model is employed to transfer attributes

from the test face to the k selected faces. After attributes

transferring, the k selected faces have the same attributes

as the test face. Then we average the k selected faces as the

de-identified image of the test face. Experimental results

show that our method can de-identify a face image while

preserving all of its attributes effectively.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, surveillance cameras are almost everywhere,

such as deployed in buildings, airports, train stations and

campus. Person are easily captured without their per-

mission in public areas. The captured face images and

videos arouses potential privacy concern from the general

public[16]. Therefore, face de-identification[13], which

aims to eliminate the identity information by modifying a

face image, receives more and more attention, and many

face de-identification methods are proposed[3, 12, 13, 1,

15].

The early researches on face de-identification focused on

naive methods. Black box approach[3] uses a black box to

cover the face region (especially eyes, mouth and nose re-

gion). Pixelation approach[12] conceals identity informa-

tion by subsampling the face image. Blurring approach[14]

de-identified face by smoothing face region with Gaussian

filter. These naive methods thwart recognition systems in a

simply way, but because all facial details are obscured, the

result is of limited use.

The k-Same algorithm [13] conceals personal identity by

creating new faces. Given a test face image and a face im-

age set, k-Same algorithm selects k face images with clos-

est Euclidean distances to the test face image from the face

image set, then a new face image is created by averaging

the k images. The k-Same algorithm can guarantee the k-

anonymity. However, the face attributes are not preserved.

K-same-select [6] improves k-Same algorithm by integrat-

ing utility into face de-identification. Face images are di-

vided into different subsets, faces in each subset have the

same utility(attributes), then, the k-Same algorithm is ap-

plied independently to the different subsets to preserve the

face attributes. However, one face image may contain many

attributes, the number of all the possible combinations of

the attributes are very huge, which makes dividing face im-

ages into subsets containing every possible combinations of

face attributes unrealistic. APFD [8] can de-identify a face

image while preserving a large set of facial attributes. Given

a test image, attribute classifiers are utilized to estimate N

attributes, and k images with the highest attribute similari-

ties are selected to generate the de-identified image. How-

ever, for a test image, it can not guarantee that k images with

the same face attributes can be found. Therefore, APFD can

not guarantee that all of the face attributes are preserved.

In this paper, we propose a face de-identification method

to remove the identification information of a person while

maintaining all the face attributes such as expression, age

and gender. The framework of our method is shown in Fig1.

Instead of dividing face images into different subsets with

different face attributes, we select k face images randomly,

and transfer the face attributes from the test face to the k se-

lected faces by employing the ELEGANT model[18]. After

attributes transferring, the k selected faces have the same

attributes as the test face. Then we average the k selected

faces as the de-identified image of the test face. Our method

can guarantee the k-anonymity of the de-identified face im-

age, and can preserve all of the test face’s attributes.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows: First,

we proposed a effective framework to de-identify face im-

ages with attributes preserving. Second, there is no need to

divided face images set to different subsets, since the ELE-

GANT model[18] is employed.



Figure 1. The framework of our method.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2

gives a brief review of the related work. Section 3 demon-

strates the details of our method. Section 4 shows the ex-

perimental results. And section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

2.1. Face De-Identification

Face de-identification is the process of altering raw face

images obtained from surveillance data by replacing the

faces with their modified representations [15]. Many face

de-identification methods are proposed [17, 3, 12, 13, 1, 15].

These approaches can be divided into two categories: face

image de-identification and face video de-identification.

Face image de-identification[8, 2] concerns about face

de-identification in images. These methods try to wipe off

the personal identity of face by concealing or using a sub-

stitute image, such as face replacement and k-same. The

early face de-identification methods focus on the effect of

de-identification only, leaving a low data utility [8]. The re-

cent research pay more and more attention on the utility of

data in the de-identifying process.

Face video de-identification[1, 5] concerns about face

de-identification in videos, in which not only the conceal-

ing of personal identity, but also the spatial and temporal

alignment and algorithm efficiency need to be concerned.

In this paper, we focus on face de-identification in images.

2.2. K-same Series Methods

The k-Same[13] algorithm is a simple yet effective de-

identification algorithm. The drawback of k-same is that

too much information is lost during the process of de-

identification. Especially, face attributes, such as age, gen-

der and expression, could not be maintained in the de-

identified images. The k-Same-M[7] and k-Same-select[6]

try to preserve face attributes in the de-identification pro-

cess. APFD[8] is also based on k-Same method. It can

de-identify a face image while preserving a large set of fa-

cial attributes. As we mentioned before, k-Same-select and

APFD requires that the face image set contains enough face

images that have the same face attributes as the test face

image, which is not realistic.

2.3. Face Attributes Transfer

Advances in generative adversarial networks and image-

to-image translation in recent years have made it possible

to manipulate face attributes. Zhu et al. [21] focus on face

attributes translation task, which is considered as image-to-

image translation. Different attributes are regarded as dif-

ferent domains, each domain contains one face attribute,

face attributes translation can be viewed as domain trans-

lation. These approaches exploited the map between source

image domain and target image domain. Li et al. [9] and

Liu et al. [10] learns binary code for face attributes repre-

sentation by hash function. However, these methods are not

suitable for face attributes transfer task, cause of the lost of

large amounts of information when binary code are used to

represent face attributes. Zhong et al. [19] utilizes the mid-

level CNN features to represent face attributes for both face

recognition and facial attribute prediction. Cao et al. [4]

proposes a Partially Shared Multi-task Convolutional Neu-

ral Network to learn face attributes representation, Xiao et

al. [18, 20] learns face attributes in a conciser way that they

encode face attributes in a gene mode and different parts in



Figure 2. The ELEGANT framework.

the latent space represent different attributes. In this paper,

we use the ELEGANT model [18] to represent and transfer

face attributes from the test face to the k selected faces for

face de-identification.

3. Attributes Preserving Face De-Identification

Our method is based on the k-Same method. That is,

given a test face image and a face image set, we select k

faces from the face image set, and use the k selected faces

to de-identify the test face.

3.1. Face Attributes transfer

Face attributes transfer has been studied widely in recent

years. Xiao et al. [18] regards the task of face attributes

transfer as a type of conditional image generation. They

propose a novel model to achieve face attributes transfer

by exemplars, which is called ELEGANT(Exchanging La-

tent Encodings with GAN for Transferring attributes). The

ELEGANT model encode face image into latent space by

using an encoder. The latent encoding of face image is di-

vided into separated parts, each part encodes a single face

attribute. And a decoder is used to decode the latent en-

coding to corresponding face image. In the latent space,

exchanging the corresponding parts of the two latent en-

codings means exchanging the relevant attributes of the two

original face images. Fig 2 shows the framework of ELE-

GANT model.

Given two face images IA and IB , after encoding by us-

ing encoder, we can obtain latent encoding zA, and zB , cor-

responding to face image IA and IB , respectively

zA = [a1, a2, ..., ai, ..., an]

zB = [b1, b2, ..., bi, ..., bn]
(1)

where z′
A

is the encoding of the non-mustache face image

IA, and z′
B

is the encoding of face image IB with mustache.

After obtaining the new encodings, the decoder is employed

to do the decode work.

Dec(z′A) = RA, IA′ = IA +RA

Dec(z′B) = RB , IB′ = IB +RB

(2)

where Dec() is the decoder, RA and RB are residual image,

IA′ and IB′ are the new version face image that contain dif-

ferent face attributes with their original images. We call the

pair of encoder and decoder the face attributes transferring

generator. For more details of the ELEGANT model, please

refer to [18].

3.2. Face De-Identification with attributes preserv-
ing

As shown in Fig1, given a test face image which contains

a male face with mustache and neutral expression, we select

k face images randomly from the face image gallery. The

selected k face images contain faces with different attributes

as the test face image, such as female faces, male faces with-

out mustache and male face with smile expression. We use

the ELEGANT model to transfer the face attributes from

the test face to the k selected faces. After attributes trans-

ferring, the k selected faces have the same attributes as the

test face. Then we average the k selected faces as the de-

identified image of the test face. Our method can guarantee

the k-anonymity of the de-identified face image, and can

preserve all of the test face’s attributes.

4. Experiments

We train the face attribute transferring generator on

celebA [11]. The CelebA dataset contains 202,599 images

of 10,177 identities and each image is labeled with 40 face

attributes. All the images are aligned according to the 5-

point landmarks and cropped to 256×256.

The ELEGANT model can transfer multiple face at-

tributes at the same time. However, in our experiments,

we find that given multiple face attributes, transferring them

one by one can obtain better results than transferring them

together. The reason maybe that learning face attribute

transferring generator for multiple attributes is much harder

than learning the generator for just one attribute. There-

fore, in our experiments, we transfer only one attribute at a

time. In other words, we train the corresponding generator

for each attribute seperately.

For each attribute ai, i = 1, 2, ..., 40, we divide the

CelebA data into two sets according to whether the face im-

ages contain attribute ai. If a face image contain face with

attribute ai, we put it into the positive sample set, other-

wise, we put it into the negative sample set. Then we train

the face attributes transferring generator for attribute ai on

the positive and negative data set corresponding to attribute

ai.

We build a face image set containing 200 face images

which are randomly selected from CelebA dataset. Given

a test image, we randomly select k = 10 images from the

face image set. The k selected images may contain same

or different face attributes with the test image. We employ

the pre-trained face attributes generators to the k images to

manipulate their face attributes, so that the k images con-

tain the same face attributes with the test image. The face

images after transferring the attributes are shown in Fig3.



Figure 3. Results of face attributes tranferring. Column (a), (c), (e) and (g) represent the original face images, column (b), (d), (f) and

(h) represent the face images after attributes transferring.

In Fig3, column (a), (c), (e) and (g) represent the original

face images, column (b), (d), (f) and (h) represent the face

images after attributes transferring. For the face image in

the first row of column (a), we first add mustache on it,

then we change its expression from smile to natural expres-

sion, and we obtain the result face image in the first row of

column (b), which has the same attributes as the test image.

From Fig3, we can see that face attributes can be effectively

manipulated by the ELEGANT model.

Finally, the faces in the k selected face images and the

test face image have the same face attributes. We simply

employ the averaging method to obtain the average face

image of the k selected images, and the average face im-

age is regarded as the de-identified image. Fig4 shows the

de-identification results of our method. In Fig4, column

(a), (d) and (g) are the test face image, column (b), (e)
and (h) are the de-identification results without face at-

tributes transferring, and column (c), (f) and (i) are the

de-identification results with face attributes transferring.

We can see that with face attributes transferring, the de-

identified face contains the same face attributes with the

test image, while without face attributes transferring, the

de-identified face contains different face attributes with the

test image.

Meanwhile, compared with APFD[8] and K-same-select

[6], our method can obtain satisfactory de-identification re-

sults by just using a small face image set, while APFD and

K-same-select need a large face image set for just few face

attributes. For example, suppose we have n = 10 attributes,

each attribute has 2 values, then for K-same-select method,

it needs to divided the face image set into 1024 subsets, and

each subset need to contain at least k = 10 images. That

means for K-same-select method, it needs more than ten

thousand face images, and requests that the attributes are

uniformly distributed on these images, to de-identify faces

with attributes preserving. While our method just need 200
face images and has no requirement on the attributes distri-

bution.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we introduced a simply yet effective frame-

work to de-identify face images with attributes preserving.

Different with k-Same series attribute preserving methods,

our method does not need to divide face images into differ-

ent subsets with different face attributes. We only need to

transfer face attributes from the test face to the k selected

faces by employing the ELEGANT model, then the aver-

aged face image of the k selected faces is regarded as the

de-identified image of the test face. Our method can guar-

antee the k-anonymity of the de-identified face image, and

can preserve all of the test face’s attributes.
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